
who suddenly appeared in the
circle out of the blue.  These are
mysteries that will probably
never be solved:- Was Puffer still
trying to include or exclude the
elusive missing loop? Bumble
couldn't have cared less, being by
this time on his second packet of
the day. What teamwork! Is FRB
now trying to start 15 minutes
after the pack in an attempt to
catch us, as with his protege
Atalanta but without her
youthfulness and athletic
prowess? Someone needs to have
a quiet word with him.

What a GM! He quickly
ignored this embarrassing episode
and pulled rank to dispense due
punishment to the hares.

The RA was also in fine form.
His style is very much hang 'em
all until they prove themselves
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days literary activity.
He was also in the Starveall

Corner car park at 8.10 to hear
the hares still debating whether
they should include or exclude a
particular loop in their inminent
masterpiece. Situation normal?
Such is the state of affairs with
today's middle management.

There we were just before the
allocated hour, about 30 hashers
cowering in our gas-guzzlers apart
from a few stalwarts attempting
to shelter under a large but
dripping tree. Among them were
a couple of visitors from Bicester,
Rasher (the hasher) and his
charming lady Mating Bacon. Get
the connection? He was puffing
away a la Bumble but she assured
us he only smoked before & after,
but not during, the hash or sex.

With this assurance ringing in
our ears we stumbled off into the
bush to be met by the mother &
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father of all first checks which
had us wallowing around for
about 10 minutes. FRB where are
you? (more of which later). The
solution we were told afterwards
by the hares was simplicity! On
ever upwards until in a flash as
befits some of Surrey's top
athletes we reached the highest
point in south-east England at
Leith Hill Tower. At this point
Lord Raleigh did his Dr.
Livingstone bit and got lost in the
jungle, ending up buying some
sustenance from the kiosk. And
this was only the second check!
Then there was the Coldharbour
cricket pitch where not
surprisingly there was nil
activity apart from Atalanta
suddenly appearing and
disappearing faster than the West
Indian Batsmen. In spite of her
presence, albeit fleeting, there
was still no sign of FRB giving

The forecast was wet and for a
change it was correct. Who needs
the mud of Glastonbury and the
Broads of East Anglia (where
apparantly 17 hashers were
sloshing around this weekend)
when one can sample the soggy
delights of of Surrey in the great
English midsummer. Whatever
happened to global warming? It
was all the rage only a couple of
months ago.

A scribe is defined as an ancient
or medieval copyist of
manuscripts. Certainly today's
scribe was literally keeping to this
job description both in age and
action eschewing all temptations
of modern technology
(Chunderos to the rescue!) So it
was at cock-crow he was busy
sharpening his quill prior to the

chase. Is the weight of being GM
all to much for him? And whilst
on the subject of senility, was
J.Arthur having a senior moment
when marking through a check
then calling "are you ?".

After a lengthy stretch where a
prevoius Strumpet/ET run was
somewhat plagarised, fresh flour
rather than the sodden version
suddenly appeared along with
Puffer caught in the act and
mumbling some excuse about
getting lost while laying. Heinous
sins whatever, punishable in days
gone by with a debagging
ceremony. The Hash must be
going soft!

Meanwhile back in the car park
the vast majority of the pack
returned well before Puffer still
out in a belated attempt to
redeem himself, apart from FRB
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innocent. Inter alia, sinners were
the GM, Swish, Quasimodo,
Hairy Buns, Lord Raleigh, young
David and Belcher who was
caught red-handed fertilising the
trees - one can only assume using
his own hands! Plus visitors
Rasher & Mating Bacon and
almost not to mention
Cunnilingus for some frivolous
irregularities.

Well done the hares for good
checks, great territory, keeping
the pack together and a proper
hash-size car park (why haven't
we used it before?) Also no
blacktop, stiles or kids and only
one dog! And it's still raining!

OnON
Ear Trumpet.

Date 24-Jun-07

Hare Bumble n Puffer

Venue Leith Hill (ish)

On On Abinger Hatch
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1682 08-July Ken (Sexy Beast) Leatherhead

1683 15-Jul Swish Ashtead

1684 22-Jul FRB

1685 29-Jul Sister Anna &
Chunderos

100th birthday
run

Run 1681 - Vidal Memorial

Date 1-Jul-07

Hare Greenpeace AND FO!

Venue Peaslake

On On Hurtwood Inn

SSA 122 C2

Scribe Swish

OS you’ll be lucky!
Directions:

A25 Dorking to Guildford, take first road signposted to Shere
on left and in Shere village turn left again. Then straight on up
hill and then just over railway bridge turn left into Hook Lane
(signposted Peaslake). Follow road to peaslake (c. 2 miles)
and then fork left at war memeorial into Radnor Road. After 1
mile park on left in Car Park no. 1

Runs start at 11:00 sharp!

Try this: www.surreyh3.org/sh3onsec for on-line details
Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to onsec@surreyh3.org

Affix Stamp
 Here

Some dates for 07/08

•1st July: Run in memory of Vidal
•12th July: Merry Wives at Polesden Lacey
•19th July: Merry Wives play reading
•14th July: Eurohash in Kingston
•29th July: Sista Anna, Chunderos “100” BBQ
•26th August: Nash Hash in Milton Keynes
•2nd September: Run 1690* Battle of The Boyne.
•9th September. Portuguese Vineyard Hash
•23rd December Jingle Bells run
•26th January Christmas/New Year party

118.     The Black Death reduced the population of
Europe by one third in the period from 1347 to
1351.
118.     The Black Death reduced the population of
Europe by one third in the period from 1347 to
1351.
119.      The average person spends about two
years on the phone in a lifetime.

Pheeeewww - that’s done! Next...

To

Doug The Tub has put a lot of GPS routes on maps and
put them on the private site:
http://groups.msn.com/SH3OnSec
Go there and request membership (if you never have or
have lost it) OnON Teq


